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• Researcher: University of La Laguna
– Earthcare ground-based spectrometer validation network 
• Webmaster: Eubrewnet.org




• Network of Brewer Spectroradiometers
• North Macaronesian and Iberian Peninsula
• From 30W to 3E









– File schema and history
• Processing
– Database automated processing
• Error Handling
– Interactive process in case of error
• Product Generation




• Client – Server communication
• OS
• Server: Ubuntu server
• Client: Python interpreter
• Real Time (programmed tasks)









• Data communication depending on the client
• New files that are not stored in the server
• Last change in the files
• Change in a checksum based in md5
• Only new information is sent to the server
• Redundance of information
• File System
• Database










• Calibration and configuration
• Neighborhood/Satellite Information
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TABLE `brewer_t`
Fields:
`description` (varchar(64)): Id, place, research center
`last_online` (datetime): Date of the last reception
`lat` and `long`(float): Position of the brewer
`active`(tinyint(4)): If the brewer is active
Iberonesia: Database
• Database
• B File Table
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TABLE `b_t`
Fields:
`brewerid`(int(11)): Number of the brewer
`date` (date): Corresponding day
`latitude` and 
`longitude` (double): Position extracted from the b file
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TABLE `config_t`
Fields:
`brewerid` (int(11)): Corresponding brewer
`icf_id` (int(11)): Id of the corresponding icf in database
`o3ds`, `o3zs`, `o3fz`, `o3fm`, `no2ds`, `no2zs`, `no2fm`, 




• File Status Table
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TABLE `file_status_t`
Fields:
`path` (varchar(255)): Absolute path to the file where is stored
`text` (text): Message with the status
`process_date` (date): When was processed (day)
`process_time` (time): When was processed (hour)
Iberonesia: Products Generation
• Products Generation
• Ozone and UV
• Still under development
• Several scripts in Matlab
• Images accesible from the website
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Iberonesia: Products Generation
• Products Generation
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Iberonesia: Quality Assurance
• Quality Assurance
• Real time connection control





• Comprehensive message of fails:
– Dates
– Brewer
– Type of message
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Iberonesia: Quality Assurance
• Quality Assurance
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Iberonesia: Quality Assurance
• Quality Assurance
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Iberonesia
Questions and Answers
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Iberonesia
Thank you for your attention
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